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Pilates and Conditioning for Athletes: An Integrated Approach to Performance and RecoveryPrentice Hall, 2018

	Gain the competitive edge with the innovative training methods in Pilates and Conditioning for Athletes. This science-based, multidimensional approach to athletic conditioning helps you build a strong and flexible foundation by infusing Pilates into training, resulting in complete training programs that tap into the seven pillars of...
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Mastering Embedded Linux Programming: Create fast and reliable embedded solutions with Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Harness the power of Linux to create versatile and robust embedded solutions

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to develop and configure robust embedded Linux devices
	
			Explore the new features of Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell)
	
			Discover different ways to...
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Working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011Microsoft Press, 2011

	
		We love Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, and we hope that by the time you finish reading this book, you will love Microsoft Dynamics CRM, too. We understand that you might be skeptical about the possibility of falling for a piece of software, but we want you to know right up front that our goal is to show you all of the wonderful and...
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Steel Designers' ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	At the instigation of the Iron and Steel Federation, the late Bernard Godfrey began
	work in 1952 on the first edition of the Steel Designers’ Manual. As principal author
	he worked on the manuscript almost continuously for a period of two years. On
	many Friday evenings he would meet with his co-authors, Charles Gray, Lewis Kent...
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Design and Development of Aircraft Systems (Aerospace Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Now covering both conventional and unmanned systems, this is a significant update of the definitive book on aircraft system design


	Design and Development of Aircraft Systems, Second Edition is for people who want to understand how industry develops the customer requirement into a fully integrated, tested, and...
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CIOs at WorkApress, 2011

	In CIOs at Work, noted author Ed Yourdon interviews many of the world's most influential chief information officers. You will gain insights from the first CIO of the USA, take a peek into the future with the CIO at Google, learn the unique role IT plays in testing Microsoft applications, and much more.

...
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Learning Image Processing with OpenCVPackt Publishing, 2015

	Exploit the amazing features of OpenCV to create powerful image processing applications through easy-to-follow examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to build full-fledged image processing applications using free tools and libraries
	
		Take advantage of cutting-edge image processing...
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The Executive MBA for Engineers and ScientistsCRC Press, 2009

	All too often, a simple lack of understanding of fundamental business concepts is enough to prevent capable scientists and engineers from receiving otherwise deserved promotions. These days, technical merit and hard work alone no longer guarantee upward mobility. For scientists and engineers with aspirations of moving up the corporate ladder...
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Numerical Python: Scientific Computing and Data Science Applications with Numpy, SciPy and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	
		Leverage the numerical and mathematical modules in Python and its standard library as well as popular open source numerical Python packages like NumPy, SciPy, FiPy, matplotlib and more. This fully revised edition, updated with the latest details of each package and changes to Jupyter projects, demonstrates how to numerically compute...
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SHARKS in the MOAT: How to Create Truly Secure SoftwareIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	Believe it or not, there is a striking similarity between medieval castle design and how we protect networks and data in the 21st century. By examining how our ancestors fought off invading armies, it becomes much easier to understand the latest strategies for keeping hackers at-bay. This book is designed for anyone who wants to understand how...
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The Myths of InnovationO'Reilly, 2007
How do you know whether a hot technology will succeed or fail? Or where the next big idea will come from? The best answers come not from the popular myths we tell about innovation, but instead from time-tested truths that explain how we've made it this far. This book shows the way. 
 
 In The Myths of Innovation, bestselling...
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Lecturing Birds on Flying: Can Mathematical Theories Destroy the Financial Markets?John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise for Lecturing Birds On Flying
    "Finally, a book taking a critical look at quantitative finance models, illuminating both their flawed fantasy assumptions as well as the uncritical use of such models on Wall Street, in many cases, leading to billion dollar losses. Pablo Triana knows both the financial...
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